
COMMUTING 
REIMAGINED
Jaunt Air Mobility is changing the way we commute.

No Traffic. No Congestion. No Noise.

Enjoy the Jaunt Journey.

Eric Cote, President
ecote@jauntairmobility.com; 450-602-1017

Nancy Richardson, Investor Relations
nmrichardson@jauntairmobility.com; 610-952-2595

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
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With decades of experience developing 

and certifying Jaunt Air Mobility is 

building the very best in the next 

generation of aircraft to meet the growing 

demands for faster travel times over 

urban areas.

At the heart of our design is an implicit 

knowledge of flight dynamics to provide 

the most efficient eVTOL offering the 

most comfortable and safe passenger 

experience.

With decades of developing and 

certifying aircraft along with a patented 

paradigm shift in technology, the Jaunt 

Journey flies like a plane and utilizes the 

single main rotor for take-off and landing. 

eVTOL is an all-electric vertical takeoff and 
landing aircraft.

JAUNT AIR MOBILITY



SRC Demonstrator 

300 piloted flight  hours 

Jaunt is the global leader in slowed rotor compound (SRC). Our 
patented technology slows the rotor once aloft (the rotor tip speed 
equaling the aircraft’s pace), reducing drag and associated vibration.

In combination with a small wing, sized for cruise flight, the aircraft 

produces a lift-to-drag ratio equivalent to a fixed wing airplane 

resulting in an exceptionally efficient flight with very low noise. Noise 

that is practically imperceptible in flight.

The combination of a small wing and single main rotor provide 

unparalleled safety in emergency situations.

BREAKTHROUGH TECHNOLOGY



EXPERIENCED TEAM

40 years aviation experience

Proven track record in design, 

development, certification & 

commercialization of aircraft

Senior positions  Bell Helicopter 

&Triumph Aerospace Structures 

MARTIN PERYEA

Founder & CEO/CTO

Former CEO Soucy Group, 

worldwide engineering & 

manufacturing 

40% Revenue growth 

15 years Bombardier C-level

ERIC CÔTÉ

President Canada

JESSE CRISPINO

Chief Operating

Officer

SIMON BRICENO

Chief Commercial

Officer

MARIAM MORRIS

Chief Financial

Officer

NANCY RICHARDSON

Chief Communications 

Officer



2030 - $287B

2040 - $1.5+T

Emergency Response CargoUrban Air Taxi

Sources: Morgan Stanley, Deloitte, Booz Allen, Porsche Consulting, McKinsey

~55k daily trips 

~80k daily passengers across the US 

~4k aircraft required

~$2.5 bn in first few years of operation 

Booz Allen Hamilton

TOTAL ADDRESSABLE MARKET OPPORTUNITY

1500+
Aircraft by 2025

15000-28000
Aircraft by 2035

Preproduction
Model 2023



✓ Low Noise + Highest Level of Safety = Consumer Acceptance

✓ Able to meet commercial urban flight certification

✓ High pilot acceptance and advantageous operating costs

✓ Enterprise risk reduction business model with supplier R&D investments

✓ Innovative cleantech manufacturing 

✓ Experienced management team in design, certification, and commercialization

JOIN THE JAUNT JOURNEY


